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S 'L M lV1.:1..a )!" 

This thesis argues that the conce~t of human nee ·js involves 

both normative and empirical considerations. The valuable 

contributions to the discussion of human needs maje by Karl Marx 

and Erich Fromm. who both hold normative beliefs and values in 

common wi th the writer. are discussed. 

Chapter One argues that Marx's account of needs is vital to 

his view of man and that Marx provides valuable insights. particularly 

in ~howing that human values such as self-development. relationships 

and individual freedom are related to need fulfilment. Marx also 

rightly stresses the problem of false neeJs and the fact that political 

and economic systems must consider real needs. However. a serioul: 

weakness remains. Marx Joes not recognise or explore the conceptu~ 

difficulties involved in talking about nee.:ls. 

Cha?ter Two stresses the normative nature of the concept of 

nee:is. Needs are distinguisheJ frore wants. some neej statements 

are examined an1 Fromm's account of basic neeJs is discussed. 

Fromm develops many vaLuable as~)ects of Marx's account and 

contributes new and valuable psychological insights in his jiscussion 

of scientific ethics and the relationshlp between need fulfilment and 

sanity. H'.)wever. whilst Fromm answers some interesting empiric: 

questions about needs. there are many ~hilosophical questions whic~ 

remain to be answere j. 

Chapter Three argues that needs relate to moral goojs and th 
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needs ought to be fulfilled. A jifferent view expressed by Konraj 

Lorenz and Robert Ardrey is discussed and criticised. It is 

concluded that the existence of needs involves obligations for individ

uals and govermnents. 

Because the concept of needs relates to normative and empirical 

questions, it is only when the skills of the political scientist, psycho

logist and philosopher are combined, that a complete and consistent 

account of needs can be given. Only then can a realistic programme 

for action on needs be drawn up. 
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Chapter 1 

MARX'S ACCOUNT OF ... 'iEEDS 

Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with needs and the concept of needs. 

It deals in particular with the accounts of needs to be found in the 

writings of Karl Marx and Erich Fromm. My reason for concentrating 

on these writers is that my own account of needs has much in common 

with these other accounts. I shall be arguing that one's concept of 

needs is very closely connected with more general normative beliefs 

and values and that the concept of needs has a special status since it 

involves both normative and empirical questions. My own account of 

needs (and Fromm's) owe a great deal to Marx's account. and the 

values and beliefs on which it is based. It is only fitting then. that 

after looking briefly at the importance of needs, Marx's account 

should be examined. 

The importance of 'needs'. 

It seems to me that the concept of needs is both one of the most 

over-used and confused concepts in the writings of philosophers. socia 

scientists. psychologists and educationalists. Very often analyses 

and prescriptions for change turn on the concept of needs without there 

being any attempt at a discussion of what is actually involved in talk of 

human needs. The confusion over the concept of needs has led some 

writers to believe that talk of needs has been rendered useless. 

B. Paul Komisar adopts an extreme line in explaining the reasons 
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why the ambiguous term 'nee,j' survives and even 
chrives in ejucational writing anj discussion. Its 
vagueness anJ multi;;>licity of meaning. far trom 
impairing its usafulness. enhances it. For its 
utterance in a slogan in a suitable setting n.ay further 
or maintain some eJucational enterpris~s. 1 

My' purpose, however. is not to show that the concept 01 needs 

has lost all usefulness. The Importance ot the concept has been rightly 

recognised. It is still an impo~tant concept, worthy of ~hilosophical 

investigation but very olten ambiguity and lack of clarity have obscurej 

the cUacussion of human needs and the conclusions which should follow 

from an analysis of human needs. 

In the course of this thesis. I hope to make clear the reasons wby 

( consider the conce?t ot nee·js to be important but at this stage a brief 

summary of these reasons is appropriate. 

It cannot be jenied that the conce;)t of needs has long been thougbt 

to be important by philosophers, political scientists. psychologists and 

educationalists. [believe that it is in the discussion of human neeJs 

tbat the posslbility of a 'marriage' between science anJ ethics emerges. 2 

I shall argue that, unlike many ot the other concepts talked about by 

philosophers, a full discussion of the concet)t of nee.is must involve 

empirical anj normative considerations and thus the skills of people 

1 B. Paul !'.omisar II, Need' and the N'eeJs-Currlculum ". Language an:! 
Concepts in ~ducation. edited by B.Otbarel Smith and Robert H. gnnis, 
(Chicago: Rand McHaUy and Company. rev. ed. 19S'i). p.41. 

2 -
In Cbapter Two I discuss Erich Fromm's account of needs, an account 

develo~ej accorJing to the principles of what Fromm calls" scientific 
ethics". 
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working in the fields mentioned above. The examination of the needs 

of man looks at man in his entirety - embraces questions ot man's 

p~sical needs and his 'psychological' needs and shows man's similarities 

with other members of the anlmal kingdom and at the same time his 

differences. 

It is the concept of needs which is often at the beart of otber importa 

psycbological, etbical and political concepts. tor example, alienation. 

8ani~ and equality. and to be able to talk about these. we need to bave 

a workable account of needs. 

If it can be shown that human beings do have certain specifiable 

needs (as Erich Fromm argues) then enormous consequences concerning 

social arrangements and the necessIty tor political cbange lollow. A 

full account of human needs sbould be at tbe beart of a programme for 

a humane society. Marx criticised nineteenth century capitalism lor 

tailing to take account of buman needs. Today. examinations of social 

institutions and suggestions for cbange should stUl recognise the 

importance of buman needs. 

In the remainder of this cbapter, I propose to examine the account 

of needs to be found in Marx's writings. Marx's account of needs is 

discussed in the followiDi "83: Firstly, 1 make some preliminary 

comments on the task of the pblio80pber wriUng on Marx. Secondly, 

1100k at wbat I consider to be Marx's valuable contributions to talk ot 

buman needs, stressing the influence ot Georg Hegel. ~ext, I examine 

some criticisms of Marx's account and finally the overall values of the 

account are summed up. 
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4 • 

..a pproaching the Problem 

,'" philosopher who was interested in the concept of 'needs' 

would no doubt look througb philosophical journals to see wbat bad 

been written on the subjec t. He would probably be looking for the type 

of article of wbicb Paul Taylor's "'Need' Statemdnt~1I3ts a good example. 

This sort of philosopbical analysis would probably start by giving some 

examples of different statements whicb Include reference to loeeds', 

then attempt to abatract some common meaniDg or group of meanings 

a ttrlbutable to needs. Now Marx never engages In this sort of llngulstic 

analysis. 

4 
Some comnlantators maintain that Marx Is not a philosopher. 

5 
True, Marx does not fit PLamenatz's dellniUon of a philosopher. but 

be certaioly uses the ~ of the areas cited by Planlenatz, for example, 

dialectical logic. In any case, fortunately. many philosophers woul~ 

agree that Plamecatz's definition ot pb~osophy sbows little understanding 

of its nature and versatUity. To assert that Marx is not a pbilosopber 

1s to prejudge wbat Marx bimself wrote as well as the methodology 

applicable to an examination of his writing. Certainly, since Marx 

3 P. W. Taylor, "'~eed ' Statements.1\ :'1.oa1ysi8. XL X, (958), pp.l03-111. 

4 "Marx did not intend to write a philosophy and would bave regarded 
'Marxist PhUosophy' a8 a contradiction In term s. It NeU McInnes, 
"~iarxist Pbllosophy." ~ncycloeaedia ot Philosophy, edited by Paul 
Edwards, Ole .. York: Macmillan), Vol. 5, p.l'73. 

5 Defining a philosopher as "the logic tan, epistemologist, and the maker 
of theories about what is called the 'essantial nature' or tht! universe ... 
(Introduction to Cernlan Marxism and Russian Comn:unlsm.< LonJon: 
LongDlans, rev. eJ. 19'j3, p.,xiJc. Ii Jobn Plamenatz states that :Marx 
"was no phUo90pb9r". 
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believed that abstract philosophical speculation should never replace 

the study of observable phenomena, the sense in which his writing 

could be called philosophical is very specific. 6 

In his writings. Marx attempts to establish values and judge-

ments on the basis of empirical claims and observations (made largely 

in the fields of economics and history). Marx argued that philosophers 

should not only interpret the world. their conclusions should lead them 

to seeing the necessity of change. In fact. for Marx there is no separate 

distinct activif\Y called philosophy. since philosophy involves abstraction: 

Moralif\Y. religion, metaphysics. all the rest of ideology 
and their corresponding forms of consciousness. thus no 
longer retain the semblance of independence. They have no 
history. no development; but men. developing their material 
production and their material intercourse. alter, along with 
this their real existence. their thinking and the products of 
their thinking. Life is not determined by consciousness, but 
consciousness by life. In the first method of approach the 
starting-point is consciousness taken as the living individual; 
in the second method, which conforms-to real life, it is the 
real living individuals themselves. and consciousness is 
considered solely as their consciousness. ., 

Most philosophers would disagree. quite rightly. with Marx's 

claim that philosophy has no distinct role. But this does not mean 

that a philosopher cannot write about Marx or assess that part of his 

thought which involves philosophical questions. Nevertheless, a 

6 George Lichtheim. in his Marxism - an historical and 
critical study. (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, rev. ed. 19(4), 
suggests that Marx did not abandon philosophy but used it as a 
weapon for revolution • ., 

K. Marx and F. Engels, The German Ideology. (Moscow: 
Progress Publishers, rev. ed. 1938). p.38. 
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philosopher writing on Marx's account of needs must approach his 

, I 
subject quite dtfferenUy and more cautiously than he would it he were 

deaUng with 'pure' philosophical analysis. It is not the task of the 

philosopher to adjudicate on questions of economics or statistics. 

Although the philosopher uses this factual information as a basis for 

his arguments, he usually relies on others - economists and political 

scientists, for example - to actually collect the facts. The philosopher 

is primarily concerned with extracting and assessing arguments, 

judgements and value-systems. But for Marx, values and facts were 

tighUy linked and herein lie the difficulties for the pllilosopher who is 

familiar with the problems ot going from description to prescription, 

of breaking the 'is/ougnt' gap and so on. 

In the course of what follows, these difficulties will,hopefully, 

be resolved. The purpose of this thesis is to present a coherent and 

convincing account of the-concept of needs. It will be seen that there 

is much valuable material which can be extracted from the account of 

needs iiven by Marx but that in itself, it is not sufficient to constitute 

a comprehellsive account of needs. :~ comprehensive account can be 

arrived at only by clearing up some of the conceptual problems implicit 

in the notion of 'needs'. In other words, the valuable insights provided 

by Marx must be supplemented by a philosophical analysis of the concept 

01 needs. 

Marx's Il.CCount 01 ~eeds 

I now propose to look at Marx's account of needs in detail and 

to bring out what I consider to be Marx's valuable contributions to the 
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discussion of human needs. 

In looking at what Marx had to say on almost anything, it is 

impossible to ignore the influence other writers had on him. One 

has only to glance through the index of authors, names and 

publications cited by Marx in Capital
8 

to gain some impre ssion of 

the extent of his scholarship. In order to set the historical scene 

from which the account of needs emerged, one would have to cover 

a wide territory. Instead, I shall indicate Marx's borrowings from 

one of his immediate predecessors. Georg Hegel. since it was Hegel 

9 
who played a major role in the forming of Marx's account. In fact 

the similarity between Hegel's and Marx's accounts of needs is so 

marked, even, at times, to the extent of wording, that it is more than 

likely that the latter borrowed from the former. (But, characterist-

ically, we find that although the analysis and questions discussed by 

Hegel and Marx are very similar, the conclusions reached concerning 

action are quite different. ) 

8 K. Marx, Capital - A Critical Analysis of Capitalist 
Production, edited by F. Engels, (New York: International 
Publishers, rev. ed. 1968). 

9 
Most of Marx's writing bears the influence of Hegel's 

writing. Marx had himself been a Hegelian. Although he 
later subjected Hegel's philosophy to extensive criticism, 
it never ceased to have an important influence on his own 
work. As late as 1873, Marx declared himself a "pupil 
of that mighty thinker". (Ibid., p.20) 
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8. 

Marx's references to needs 10 are to be found largely in some 

of his early work, written around 1844, and in The German Ideology 

which he wrote in collaboration with Engels. In what follows. Marx's 

account is discussed under headings which indicate aspects of the account 

which I believe provide valuable insights into human needs. 

1. The discussion of human needs is tied to empirical questions. 

Marx's account of needs is vital to his more general accounts of 

man. society and revolution. It is clear that Marx sees the discussion of 

needs as important since for him it is closely tied to empirical questions. 

Unlike many of his predecessors in the field of political phil-

osophy (and especially Locke). Marx avoids talking of 'rights'. 

This is a function in part of his distrust of philosophising which can 

become so abstract as to lose its grounding in reality and existing 

conditions. Elevating a set of rights as political and ethical ideals 

-
could lead to reference to a standard other than the standard of men 

11 
as they really are. Although the concepts of 'needs' and 

10 Of those German words which can be translated by the gnglish 'need', 
most (for example die Not, das BedUrfnis. der Mangel. der Bedarf, die 
BedUrftigkeit) can be translated also as 'want'. In English translations 
of Marx's work the term .. 'want' sometimes appears where one might 
expect to see 'need'. For example - Big industry It ••• made all civilised 
nations and every individual member of them dependent for the satisfaction 
of their wants on the whole world ••• " (The German Ideology, p.77). 
Whether 'wants' or 'needs' is used depends often on the translation in 
question. I have not made a distinction between 'need' and 'want' where 
they appear to mean the same in Marx's writing. Later (Chapter Two 
pp.58-63). however. I suggest that there are important differences betweel 
the English 'needing' and 'wanting'. 

11 Although the dialectical process reveals potential (or men as they 
are not) in men as they are. 
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of 'ri~hls' are Jifferent. I believe that lvlarx uses the former in 

such a way that it is unnecessary for him to discuss the concept of 

12 
human 'rights' at any length. 'Needs' is a concept ~hich seems 

more easily grounded In empirical conditions and Marx always 

stresses that this was what mattered - not vague, abstract ethical 

principles. 

Marx was familiar with the writings of other philosophers 

where the notion of 'rights' was very important. But the rights had 

always been explained in an abstract way rather than by reference 

to the way man actually Uves and behaves. In Lockean philosophy. 

for instance. man's natural rights Jarive from Natural Law. Marx 

wanted to show that he was concerned with man as he actually was 

and with influences which. prevented man from becoming what he 

could be. £ven those needs which. were h.ighly sophisticated still 

showed (to a lesser extent) the empirical nature of the physical needs 

which could be discovered by an examination of man without reference 

to abstracts like' :-latural Law' or 'Uivine Law'. an the other nand, 

th~ concept of 'rights' seems grounded in purely ethical questions 

and abstract philosophising, and Marx emphasised, particularly in 

12 It may be true. as Arnold S. Kaufman argues (in "Wants • .:'-teeds 
and Liberalism. It Inquiry, Vol. 14, 19'11 • that "because ltlarx is 
morally conlmitted to a Joctrine of human needs. he is also logically 
committed to a doctrine of hwr.an rights". But I believe it Is more 
uselul to examine Marx's account of neeJs in his own terms rather th~ 
in the terminology or liberal philosophy, since the initial premises on 
which liberalism and IVlarxism are basej are quite different. 
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his later writings. that his work was objective and scientific in 

character. 

This empirical. factually b~sed approach is seen clearly in 

what Marx says about needs. Marx is usually regarded as analysing 

society in tenns of an economic base from which grew a super-

. structure of ethics. art and so on. Always the initial (economic) 

premises of any discussion of society should be empirical and 

confirmable. Now if needs derive from essentially economic categories 

and if men are happier or better off. or less alienated when needs are 

fulfilled. it seems that we should work for a political system where 

maximum need fulfilment is possible. 

The problem lies. however. in the steps by which we arrive 

at the conclusion (above) that "we should work for a political system 

where maximum need fulfilment is possible". Whilst Marx rightly 

stressed the influence of historical and economic factors on human 

needs. he failed to explore fully the normative implications of much 

of what he said about human needs. But I shall return to this point 

later when I look more closely at some criticisms of Marx's account. 

2. Human needs can be distinguished from animal needs, thereby 
showing the importance of the former to human SOciety. 

Both Marx and Hegel make a distinction between physical needs 

and more sophisticated needs. The choice of words used by both to 

describe physical and 'refined' needs olten seems rather arbitrary. 

However. 'physical'. 'immediate'. or 'natural' needs appear to be 

those needs of man related to the maintenance of his physical existence. 
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aamples of physical needs ar~ food, drink and warmth. These 

needs are distinguished from the more retined needs which em.erge 

as society develops: when "social conditions tend to multiply and 

subdivide needs, means, and enjoyn-:ents indefinitely - a process 

which, like the distinction between natural and refined needs, has 

no qualitative limits - this is luxury". 13 Hegel's 'refined needs' 

are a sophisticated sort of 'social need' which Hegel defined as 

"the conjunction of immediate or natural needs with mental needs 

. 14 
arising from ideas ••• " In their complexity and different means 

of satisfaction these needs distinguish men from other animals and 

their needs: 

_\n animal's needs and its ways and means ot satisfy
ing them are both alike restricteJ in scope. Though 
D!an is subject to this restriction too, yet at the same 
time he evinces his transcendence of it and his univers
ality, first by the rn ultiplication of neals and the means 
of satisfying them, and secondly by the uifferentiation 
and .:1ivision of concrete needs into single parts and 
aspects whicn in turn become different neeJs. particul
arizel and so more abstract. 15 

Marx ctistinguishes the two sorts of needs rather differently - by 

em;>hasising the difference between production which takes place as 

a result of physical need and production which is creative: The 

13 G. Hegal, Philosophy of Right, translated by 
T. M. hnax. (Lon,jon: O. t'. P. rev. ed. 19!)"!) p. 128. 

14 Ibid. 15 
£bid. ;>. 127. 
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animal which "proJu'ces under the domination of immediate physical 

need ••• builds only according to the standard and the need of the 

species to which it belongs ••• "whilst man who only produces freely 

when free trom physical need'l ••• knows how to produce according to 

the standard of any species and at all times knows how to apply an 

111 a 
intrinsic standard to the object. Tbe 'natural' or 'pbysical' needs 

are man's basic requirements for Ufe. They are 'objective' in that 

they require an object outside themselves to be satisfied: 

Hunger Is a natural need: it thus requires nature and 
an object outslJe ltsell to be satisfle:! and quieted. 
Hunger is the objective need of a body for an object 
existing outside itself. indispensable to its integration 
and the expression of Us nature. 17 

These needs must be fulfilled it human life is to be sustaineJ: 

••• life involves before everything else eati~ and 
drinking. a habitation. clothing an:! many other things. 
'rhe lirst historical act is thus the production of the 
means to satisfy these needs. the production ot material 
life itself. i\nd indeed this is an historical act. a funda
mental condition oC all history. which ••• must daily or 
hourly be fulfilled merely in order to sustain bwr.an Ute. 18 

..!\lthough .Nlarx leaves it open anJ vague as to what these 'other 

things' are. we could say that anything is a natural or physical need 

1 ~) 
From "Economic and Philosophic Manuscriptsll in Writings of The 

YOUng T\tarx on Philosophy anj ~ociety. eJitej and translated by 
Lloyd U. Easton and Kurt H. GuJJat. (New York: ,Qcho-r Books. 195'1). 
llP. 294-29E. 

17 
~. pp.325-321. 

18 r". l\tarx anJ F. Engels, The German Ideology, p.39. 

.' 
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14 i~ is G~~Jej to ~hy sicaUy sustain a man's lile. . \lthough these 

needs are shared by aU men. the n!ethoJ of satisfaction will differ 

according to historical circumstances: 

Certain of man's needs pertain to him as a blvloglcal 
creature. although a human manner of satisfying them 
is different from tne animal's satisfaction of its natural 
needs. Perennial and elelnentary neeJs are in tact 
satisfied in a variety of bistorically and culturally qual
ifieJ ways. 'Hunger Is hun~er. but the hunger that is 
satisfied by cooked meat eaten with knUe and lork dUfers 
iron:. hunger that devours raw meat with the help ol bands 
naUs and laelb.' 19 

The more sophisticated or refined needs form a fairly open ended 

group. This group comprises those neeJs which develop once the 

physical neeJs describej above have been fulfilled. The character ot 

tbese neeJs existing at any time or place is determined initially by the 

modes of production: 

The Sheei)-' ii,e or tribal consciousness receives its 
further development and extension through increasej 
productivity. the increase of neeJs. anJ. what Is 
fundamental to both ot Lhese. Ule increase of population. 20 

lVi.arx sees the sytem of needs of any society as an indication 01 

its development. \'\ e cannot l':llIil needs of the seconj type until needs 

of the first ~{Je are fultilleJ and within this second grout) there is a 

continuing sophistication of neels Jepen:iing on the leveLopment of the 

19 
Graeme Juncan. Marx and .Mill, two views ot social connict and 

social harmony. (LonJon: Cambridge ~ flh'ersity Fress. 1973,1. p.52. 

~o h.. l\.iarx. 'i!;conomic and Philo30fJhic ... ~al1uscripts. II (1844; in 
V, ritings of The Young Marx on Philosophy and f"ociety. p.43. 
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society In question. \l e free ourselves trow one Sdt of ne~us to develop 

another. For examz>le - projuction is only free anJ creative when it 

is free from the basic level of physical lleed: 

The animal produces under the domination ot inlmediate 
physical need while man produces free of physical need 
and only genuinely so in freedom from such need • •• man 
reproduces the whole of nature •••• Thus man creates 
also according to the laws ot beauty. 21 

Viha t are some ot the human needs which socie ty ought to enable 

men to fulfil but which capitalism suppresses? The principle needs 

which Marx mentions are the following: self-development; relationships 

with others; happiness; realisation of being useful to society and to 

other individuals; education; intellectual development; bodily and mental 

activity and love. Criticising the ascetisism which is encouraged in 

workers by capitalist political economists l\larx says: 

Selt-denial. the denial of life and of all human neeJs. is 
its principal tloc trine. The less you eat. drink. buy books, 
go to the theatre. go dancing. go drinking. think. love. 
theorize, sing, paint~ fence, etc., the Olore you save anJ 
the greater will become the treasure which neithermoths 
nor maggots can consume - your capital. The less you ~ 
the less you give expression to your life. and the more you 
have the greater is your alienated tife and the more you 
store up ot your estranged life. 22 

Lnder communism, labour would contribute to all ot these needs instead 

of being the negation of them. 

21 K. l\'larx, "~conoIr.ic and Philosophic Manuscripts" , (1344) 
in Writings of The Young Marx on Philosophy and Society, pp.294-5. 

22 h. Marx, I, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts", in 
Early \\'ritings, introduced by Lucio Colletti and translated by 
Rodney Livingstone and Gregor Benton, (LouJon: Penguin, 19'15), 
p. 331. ~ee also the passages quoted on pa~e 23 of this chapter. 
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'Whilst Marx emphasises the ignoreJ needs of the proletariat, 

1 believe he hol:is that the needs mentioned above are shared by all 

men. True, the emphasis is usually on the needs of the oppressed, 

but there are times when Marx admits that the bourgeoisie are also 

victims of circumstance: 

To say that the interests of capital and those of the workers 
are one and the same is only to say that capital and wage 
labour are two sides of one and the same relation. The one 
conditions the other. just as usurer and squanderer condition 
each other. 23 

The rich man is simultaneously the man in need of a totality 
of vital human expression; he is the man in whom his own 
realisation exists as inner necessity, as need. 24 

If there are needs which are shared by all, one obvious problem 

arises: is the atlparent universality of those needs incompatible with 

historical determinism or moral relativity? I shall return to this 

point later when I look at some criticisms of Marx's account. 

3. Individuals should be free and have power over their own lives. 

Both Hegel and Marx hold that Ir,an cannot be free whilst he is 

bound down by the satisfaction of his 'natural' needs. In a remark 

that was almost certainly JirecteJ against Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 

Hegel says: 

23 1-.. ~Larx and F. ~ngels. "" age Labour ana Capital", 
Selected \\torks, Vol. I, (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing 
House, rev. ed. 1973), p.133. 

24 K.1Vlarx, "Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts", in 
Early V. ritings, introjuced by Lucio Colletti, p.355. See also 
the passage from "The Holy Faxr..ily" quoted in this chapter on 
page 39. 
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The idea has been advanced that in respect of his needs 
man lived in freedom in the so-called 'state of nature' 
when his needs were supposed to be confined to what 
are known as the simpl.e necessities of nature, and when 
he required for their satisfaction only the means which 
the accidents of nature direcUy assured to him. 25 

This view is false, Hegel claims,. since to be confined to mere 

physical needs plunges the mental into the physical and freedom can 

exist only when the mind
26 

is free to reflect upon itself. Freedom 

for the individual (that is, the mind's ability to reflect upon itself) 

can only be reached in an advanced stage of the history of the world. 

In primitive times men could not be free since their lives were 

governed by physical needs and the maintaining of life. Man can 

only be free when he has transcended these considerations and 

civilisation nears its most perfect stage. So. for Hegel, freedom 

consisted in the mind's reflection upon itself and the creation of 

new objects, products and so on, which resulted from the mind 

imposing itself through labour on the natural world. -In fact Hegel 

saw, in the labouring process, the servant emerging as superior 

to the master since: 

25 G. Hegel, Philosophy of Right. p.128. 

26 
'Geist' usually translated as 'mind', 'spirit' or 'intellect'. 

"But what is Spirit? It is the one immutably homogeneous 
Infinite - pure Identity - which in its second phase separates 
itself from itself and makes this second aspect its own polar 
opposite, namely as existence for and in Self as contrasted with 
the l;niversal." Quoted by Bertrand Russell in History of 
Western Philosophy, (London: Allen and Unwin, rev. ed. 19(7) 
p. 707. 
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F'.)r th~ r.-:aster the inessential c'.)nsciousness is the object 
which constitutes the truth of his selt-certainty •••• For 
servituJe the ·essenc,~ is the re aster; thus its trutn is the 
injepellJent consciousne'ss eXisting for itself. 2"i 

.'Jo Joubt ~'larx was (as foll suggests) very ta!<en with this 

descritltion of the servant, as the higher realisation of self conscious-

ness but, in general, freedom for Marx meant something less abstract 

and much more practical. The sort of freedom 1'Iarx was talking about 

when discussing the transcendence of purely physical needs was not 

compatible with exploitation and oppressive economic systems. In a 

society where economic a.:1vancement takes place at the expense 01 the 

oppression of large numbers of individual members of socie\y real 

freedom is not possible. 

4. Only a society which recognises and fulfils human neeus 
can be a real cOll1munity of eeople. 

Hegel an...! .Marx share a comIr..on general attitude to society. 

- Rousseau haJ describel man in the original state of natl).re as 

innocent ami good. ivien's lives were closely boun...! with nature and 

they could cooperate at a basic level for their common good. 

However, when cultivation and private property brou~ht structure 

to society things began to go wrong. Hegel and .Marx, on the other 

hand, hold that man is capable of realising his potential only in 

2'7 From Phenomenology of the Spirit quoted by Ivan SoU, in 
:~n Introuuction to Hegel's iVletaphysics, (Chicago: tniversity of 
Chicago Press, 1939), p.21. SoU goes on to comn~ent: "This is 
outrageous: one might analogously argue that the loser of a chess 
game knew more about chess than the winner because the loser 
could observe the superior play of the winner, while the winner 
could observe only the inferior play ot the loser. " 
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society: a!lJ both s~e tae develof>mell~ anJ sO!Jhistkation of society 

as a good. 

Hoth d~gel ani l\-iarx see n.an's ability .0 satisfy his nee.js as 

an indication of the level of social Jevelopr .. lent. In He~el's analysis 

or civil society he Jeseribes three 'mlXIlents'. 28 of which the first 

is the systen .. of neeJs. the! second the \.dn.inistration of Justice anJ 

the thirJ the Police and Corporations. The system of needs is defined 

as the "nleJiation of need and one man's satisfaction through his work 

and the satistacti~n of the needs of all others ••• II 29 

Subjective or inJivi.1ual needs attain their objectivity or satisfaction 

by means of external things and work since they are universaUzed by 

their bearing on the nt!eJs of others. 

~':arx stresses that m::m i~ a social betn:; who only truly realises 

himself in con:n~ unity with othe!r p-eo0le. ';ee ls relate n:en: 

. ..:.\larx' 5 ~Je..4 of a ra tional sode ~J .il:. JIL~ 3 a n or.1~ r in . 
which it is not the universality of labour but the universal 
satisfaction of all in.iivi~ual potentiatiti:!s that constitutes 
the principle ot sodal organization. He contemplates a 
society that gives to each not acc?rJin~ to his work but bis 
neeJs. i\lankinJ becomes Cree only when the material 
peri)etu:ltior. of life is a function oC th~ abilities and happiness 
of associatei individuals. 3G 

2~ The German 'm?rr.em' literally r...:eans 'c;on·.enl' or 'instant' but in 
Hegel's writing is equivalent to las,ect' or 'element'. 

~9 
.J. Hegel. ?hilosoohy of Right. p. 126. 

3~·· 
Herbert ,\.larcuse. Reason and Hevl)lution. (London: RoutleJge 

anJ ! egan '?aul. rev. e:l. 1~H9 • .J.2ii3. 
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.aut capitalism prevents men from relating in a meaningful way. 

Massive distortions take place in life and reification occurs whereby 

the relationships of man to himself. man to his employer, man to 

the product of his work, man to his spouse. to society - all are 

demeaned to relationships between 'things'. For example, under 

capitalism marriage which reduces women to economic entities 

becomes like prostitution - based on material consideration instead 

of feeling. 31 The manl woman relationship is thought by Marx to be 

an indicator of mankind's development: 

In this relationship the extent to which the human 
essence has become nature for man or nature has 
become the human essence of man is sensuously 
manifested, reduced to a perceptible fact. From 
this relationship one can thus judge the entire level 
of mankind's development. 32 

The nature of a society will depend on its level of need fulfilment 

and development: 

The various shaping of material life is, of course. in 
every case dependent on the needs which are already 
developed. and the production, as well as the satisfaction. 
of these needs is an historical process. • . 33 

31 Marx was of course writing in the nineteenth century, 
but it is reasonable to expect that he would hold that this 
attitude lingers on under twentieth century capitalism. 

32 ho. Marx, "Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts", 
(1844) in ~;ritings of The Young Marx on Philosophy and 
Society. p.303. 

33 1-... lVIarx and F. Engels, The German Ideology, p.89. 
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fo as production increases and society develops there is a resultant 

legitimate increase of needs. Even under communism, there will be 

neejs which must be constantly recognized and fulfilled: 

In a higher phase of communist society, after the 
enslaving subordination of the individual to the division 
of labour, and therewith also the antithesis between 
mental and physical labour has vanished .•• and all the 
springs of co-operative wealth flow more abundantly -
only then can the narrow horizon of bourgeois right be 
crossed in its entire1;y and society inscribe on its 
banners: 'From each according to his ability. to each 
according to his needs!' 34 

5. The question of human needs is at the centre of other social 
questions. 

This claim is not made by Marx in so many words. but is a 

reasonable interpretation given what Marx actually says about needs. 

For example. the question of human needs and capitalism's failure 

to fulfil them is central to the discussions of class Jivisions, labour 

and alienation. Here. again, lvlarx draws heavily on Hegel's analysis. 

According to Hegel, the system of neeJs is complex and changing. 

~\.n animal's needs are re stric ted in scope as are its IIieans of satis-

lying them and man also is subject to this restriction but at the same 

time goes beyond it in the sophistication of needs." 

One of the reasons for this expansion and m ul tiplica tion of needs 

is the legitimate desire for the equality of satisfaction amongst individ-

uals. Work contributes to this sub-division of needs and the means of 

34 h... Marx and F. Engels. "Critique of the Gotha Programme". 
in Marx and Engels - Basic V\ritings. edited by Lewis S. Feuer. 
(London: Collins. rev. ed. 19d9). p.160. 
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satisfying them. Division of labour comes about. In work men are 

reciprocally related through their needs, thus self-interest involves 

contributing to the satisfaction of the needs of others. (Just what 

these needs are has, of course, to be spelt out more clearly.) 

Hegel explains, rather simplistically, the complex of needs 

as breaking down into groups which depend on what each individual 

does - that is into three main class divisions - (a) the agricultural 

class (b) the business class (c) the class of civil servants. 

Agriculture is compared, by Hegel, to marriage - both bring security, 

consolidation and the lasting satisfaction of needs. Hegel makes the 

business class wider than we might expect - it encompasses craft-

manship which satisfies single needs, manufacture which is mass 

production to satisfy single needs in universal demand, and trade 

which exchanges needed commodities. The class of civil servants. 

which is supported by the State, is assigned the vague task of looking 

after "the universal interests of the community". 35 

Hegel and Marx both emphasize the importance of class divisions 

in an analysis of needs but their purposes were quite different. Hegel 

sees class divisions and the division of labour as bound up with need 

satisfaction: 

35 

36 

The universal and objective element in work, on the other 
hand, lies in the abstracting process which effects the 
subdivision of needs and means and thereby eo ipso sub
divides production and brings about the division of labour. 
By this division, the work of the individual becomes less 
complex, and consequently his skill at his section of the 
job increases, like his output. 3a 

G. Hegel, Philosophy of Right, p.132. 

Ibid •• p. 129. 
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. 'bviousLy for Hegel. lhe jivision ot labour hal its gool points. 

!\·:arx. howev~r. a:-gueJ that class Jivisions an:l the enlorcej 

division of labour preventel the Cullilment of nee.:ts since the,f stoppe,j 

men Crom realising their full potenlial. 

lviarx's analysis. altLlough it is bound up with a disc ussion ot 

existing class jivisions. is concernej with what mi&ht be called 

'universal' neeJs or nee.js applicable to men irres~ective of the 

situation in which they find themselves. ( :,lthough to what extent 

this account is general enough remains to be seen. ) 

Hegel does indicate ~ of the needs which he considers to 

be COUlmon to all men. Like .. "larx. he saw n,eaningful unalienated 

work as a real neeJ of nlan: 

Practical eJucation. acquirej throuc:h working, consists 
first in the automaticalty re~urrent llea.l br something 
to .:to and in the habit of simply being busy; next. in the 
strid aJaption of one's activity aCl.!or)ing not only to the 
nature of the n:aterial workel on, but also. and eSi>ecially. 
to t:le pleasure of other workers; anJ finally. in a habit 
••• of objec tive activity anJ universally recognise.J 
a p ti t u Je s. 3 '; 

: .. :arx later Jevelop~j at l~ll~th tha th~or.t of alienatej lab~ur which 

turn~j laroely on an account of capitalism's failure to fulfil n~an' s 

needs. The meaningless JruJgery of work unJ~r capitalism is 

contrastdJ by .i.\oiarx with n.eaningful significant w')rk which satisfies 

man's neej tor creative ac ttvity. :'Iegel and ;vlarx both se:! this latter 

IdnJ of work as olle ill which human bein~s call relate to one another 

3'i 
G. He6~1. }'hiLoso!Jhy of !.light. p. 12~. 
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3B as hun an beings since they are sattsfying one anotherl 8 nee j~. . 

In the higher:- phasd of ct)mmuOlS~ Rocbty, ,\-Jarx claim::;, 

39 
labour wit t "become not only a f{:eans of life but liie'17 prime want". 

an..i ;)roJuctive forces will increase wifh the "all-rounl levelopment 

of tha inlivi.juaL '. :1C 

Ca lJ ita li sn. rejuces men to mere labour-!)ower. ~{o tin:e is 

Left for "eJucatlon. for intellectual jevelopn~ent. for the tutCillini!C 

ot social functions ana for social intercourse. lor the free-play or 

bis bodily anJ mantal activity •••. ,,41 This pi.cture is contrastel 

with a description of the meaningful Labour which socialism will 

bring about: 

f;utJPose we hal r)rojuc~J things a'S hun .an beings: in his 
~ro.iu~tion each of us wouLJ hav.:! twiCd alfirmej himsdli 
an.j the other. (l, [n my 'proJuctio~ 1 wouU have object
ifiej my inJiviJuaLity anJ its par~i.cularity. anJ in the 
course of ~he aCI.ivity I w,:,ulJ. have enjoya j an in.jividuai 
tife; in viewin.g .. ha object 1 wouLJ hav~ ex:.>~ri~ncej tne 
in.jiviJual joy of knowing my p.:?rsonaLity as an 2bjective 
sansuously ,Jerceptible. anJ in..iubit.:lb!e !Jow.ar. {2j In 
your satisfactiol1 ani your use of n.y !:H"':)·.llJct I woul J 
hava ha.l the Jirl!ct anJ conscious satisfaclion that r~~y 
work satisfiad a hu~ nee i. that it objectifie j hun.an 
nature. anj that il creaLej an ·:>bjec~ al):)[·o.~ri.ate to the 
nee.! of another hUI'l.;an bein~. (3· I wouU have been the 

3H However. He~~l's anJ ~Jarx's iJeas as to i.he sort of ()oLiticaL system 
wllieh wouLJ bring this state of affair9 about were quite Jifferent. 

39 I" lie . . t th -, tb ~ I, 1 B . It 'tt ··,.lvtarx, rltlque 0 e .... '0 a J;"'rogran:n!e, n· aS1C Y'lrl ngs 
eJiteJ by L .!wis S. F.!uer. p.130. .:.s mentione 1 before. (p. 8) 
'neeJ' can often be substltutej lor 'want' in l~1arx's writing. Which 
is useJ frequently Jepen..ig on the translation in question. In the r3rr.ark 
q u':)teJ. It w':)uLJ be reasonabl~ to assume that' nee jl coulJ re!llal!e 'want'. 

41 Ca~. Vol. 1, p.2H. 
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n.ediator' betw,een you and the Sl)ec ies and you would 
have experiencej me as a redintegration of your own 
nature and a necessary part of yourself; I would have 
been affirn:.ed in your thought as well as your love. 
(4) In my individual life I would have directly createJ 
your life; in my individual activity I would have immed
ia tely confirmed and realized my true human and social 
nature. 42 

I have quoted this passage in its entirety because I think it is 

one of the more explicit statements to be found in Marx's writing of 

the sort of life, work and relationships which he expected creative, 

meaningful work under socialism to bring about. This kind of work 

is not an evil but a real need of man since it expresses his true 

human potential. What should distinguish human labour from mere 

animal activity is its intentional, creative aspect: 

••• what distinguishes the worst architect from the best 
of bees is this, that the architec t raises his structure in 
imagination before he erects it in reality. At the end of 
every labour-process, we get a result that already existed _ 
in the imagination of the labourer at its commencement. 
He not only effects a change of form in the material on which 
he works, but he also realises a purpose of his own that 
gives a law to his modus operandi. • • • 43 

Labour under capitalism is thus like anin:al activity - lacking the 

creative, intentional quality which would fulfil a deep need of man. 

l\ccording to Marx, -alienation in labour under capitalism has 

four aspects - man's alienation from his fellow man, his alienation 

from the process of production, his alienation from the product of his 

work and his self-alienation. Alienation or estrangement is due to 

42 "Excerpt Notes" (1844) in Writings of The 
Young Marx on Philosophy and Society, p.281. 

43 J( i\,1::.1'"X: Caoital. Vol. 1. p.178. 
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the fact that labour has become something which is divorced from 

and takes no account of real human needs. The employer is obsessed 

with making more and more profit and takes no account of the need 

for the products but only their money value: 

••• the product of the laborer. stands in no immediate 
relationship to his need and to his status but is rather 
determined in both directions through social combinations 
alien to the laborer •• • 44 

The amount of work performed by the labourer bears a false relation-

ship to his actual need to survive. according to the theory of surplus 

value. The process which creates surplus value is one in which: 

the capitaUst obtains without exchange. without equiv-
alent. free of charge. some of the labor time crystallized 
in value. And this process is nothing other than the enjoy
ment by the capitalist of the use value of labor power. which 
has the quality of being able to produce value much in excess 
of the equivalent of its own exchange value. its own cost of 
upkeep. once given a certain level of productivity of labor. 
without which the capitalist mode of production would be 
inconceivable. 45 

Under this system production becomes more varied and the 

44 " ;"'T" Excerpt ( .. otes • in Writings of The Young Marx on Philosophy 
and Society. p.275. 

45 Ernest Mandel. The Formation of the Economic Thought ol harl 
Marx, 1843 to Capital. (New York: Monthly Review Press. rev. ed. 1971). 
p. 83. Mandel quotes Marx's explanation of the way in which exchange 
takes place between capital and labour: "If a day's labor was required 
in order to keep a worker alive lor a day. capital could not exist. lor 
the day's labor would not be exchanged lor its own product and capital 
would not be able to function as capital and consequently could not 
survive • •• If. however a mere ball-day's labor is enough to keep a 
worker alive during a whole day's labor. then surplus value results 
automatically ••• II (Ibid. ) 




